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Abstract
We consider the numerical solution of a sin-
gularly perturbed two-dimensional reaction-
diffusion problem by a multiscale sparse grid fi-
nite element method. A Shishkin mesh which re-
solves the boundary and corner layers, and yields
a parameter robust solution, is used. Our analy-
sis shows that the method achieves essentially the
same accuracy as the standard Galerkin finite el-
ement method, but does so at a much lower com-
putational cost.

1. Introduction
Sparse grid methods are a family of techniques that seek
to break the notorious “curse of dimensionality”: whereas
the computational cost of classical methods grow exponen-
tially with the number of dimensions, the cost associated
with sparse grid techniques is essentially independent of the
number of dimensions.

Sparse grid methods can be described as either two-scale
or multiscale. In [1], a two-scale sparse grid method is ap-
plied to a reaction-diffusion problem on a Shishkin mesh.
This method requires only O(N3/2) degrees of freedom
compared to O(N2) for the Galerkin FEM, but with no loss
of accuracy.

We discuss recent work on extending the analysis of [1] to
a multiscale method that requires only O(N logN) degrees
of freedom, [2]. The main ingredient in the design and anal-
ysis of the method is the construction of a special represen-
tation of the interpolation operator. We conclude with the
results of numerical experiments that support the theoreti-
cal findings, and demonstrate the significant computational
advantages presented by the method.

2. Reaction-Diffusion Equations
We wish to solve the following reaction-diffusion boundary
value problem: find u = u(x,y) such that

−ε
2
∆u+bu = f in Ω = (0,1)2,

u = g on ∂Ω,0 < ε ≤ 1 and b(x,y)≥ 2β
2,β > 0.

(1)

This problem is singularly perturbed: if ε is small, then
the solution features boundary layers. To accurately resolve
these layers, special fitted meshes are required, see, e.g., [3,
Ch. 9] for a finite difference approach. We use a finite el-
ement method, which is based on solving the weak form

of (1): find u ∈ H1
0 (Ω) such that∫

Ω

(
ε

2(∇u ·∇v)+buv
)
=
∫

Ω

f v.

3. Multiscale Interpolation
Consider the following two-scale interpolation technique
(see, e.g., Liu et al. [1]), where σ(N) is an integer that di-
vides N:

I(1)N,N = IN,σ(N)+ I
σ(N),N− I

σ(N),σ(N)

where, e.g., IN,σ(N) represents the standard bilinear interpo-
lation operator on a mesh with N intervals in the x-direction
and σ(N) intervals in the y-direction. We take σ(N) = N/2
and apply the two-scale operator recursively to arrive at the
following multiscale interpolation operator at Level k:

I(k)N,Nu =
k

∑
i=0

I N
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N
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k
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I N
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u, k = 0,1, . . . .

4. Multiscale Analysis
In [2] we provide an analysis for the error incurred by mul-
tiscale interpolation. Using standard finite element argu-
ments, the error analysis for the method follows directly
from our interpolation results, showing that the multiscale
sparse grid method retains the same accuracy as both the
two-scale method and the standard Galerkin FEM, while re-
quiring far fewer degrees of freedom.

We conclude with numerical results from a test problem
which verify our theoretical findings. Our numerical results
also reveal how much more efficient this method is at com-
puting approximations to these problems.
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